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The syllabus for Secondary Music S6-S7 builds on the learning objectives of the Primary
Music and Secondary Music Curriculum and on the Doc 2017-05-D-29 Marking system of
the European Schools: Guidelines for use document.
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1 GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1.1 General Objectives of the European Schools
The European Schools have two objectives of providing formal education and of encouraging
pupils’ personal development in a wider social and cultural context. Formal education
involves the acquisition of competences (knowledge, skills and attitudes) across a range of
domains. Personal development takes place in a variety of spiritual, moral, social and cultural
contexts. It involves awareness of appropriate behaviour, understanding of the environment
in which pupils live and development of their individual identity.

These two objectives are nurtured in the context of an enhanced awareness of the richness
of European culture. Awareness and experience of a shared European life should lead pupils
towards a greater respect for the traditions of each individual country and region in Europe,
while developing and preserving their own national identities.

The pupils of the European Schools are future citizens of Europe and of the world. As such,
they need a range of competences if they are to meet the challenges of the rapidly-changing
world. In 2006 the European Council and European Parliament adopted the European
Framework for Key Competences for Lifelong Learning. It identifies eight key competences
which all individuals need for their personal fulfilment and development, for active citizenship,
for social inclusion and for employment:

1. Communication in the mother tongue
2. Communication in foreign languages
3. Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology
4. Digital competence
5. Learning to learn
6. Social and civic competences
7. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
8. Cultural awareness and expression

The European Schools’ syllabuses seek to develop all of these key competences in the
pupils.
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1.2 Objectives of the subject Music
The Music Syllabus for Years S6-S7 aims to support the teachers in meeting the challenge of
providing for the musical needs and aspirations of all young people in the European Schools.
It is underpinned by the belief that every young person is entitled to a broad musical
education that meets their musical needs, interests and aspirations, and extends their
musical understanding knowledge and skills. The syllabus builds upon the
learning that takes place in S1 to S5 but also recognises that young people bring to
the music classroom musical skills, experiences, interests and aspirations developed in their
lives outside of the school.
Music is also an important means by which young people shape their sense of individual and
collective identity. They use it as a means for expressing ideas, concepts, feelings and
thoughts and to come to a richer and more meaningful understanding of the world. Music
also develops creative and lateral thinking skills which have a positive impact on other areas
of learning. Most importantly, music is a practical subject where young people gain most
when they are enabled to act as artists and musicians and European citizens.
Positive interaction with music develops students' competence as learners and increases
their self-esteem. It brings together intellect and feeling and enables personal expression,
reflection and emotional development. Music can help foster personal development and
maturity, engender a sense of achievement and self-worth, and develop the ability to work
with others. Music education develops students' critical skills: their ability to listen, to value a
wide variety of music, and to make judgements about musical quality. It also develops selfdiscipline, open-mindedness, creativity, aesthetic sensitivity and fulfilment.
The music curriculum supports young people's musical development through providing them
with a range of challenging and enriching musical encounters which lead to increasingly
sophisticated and meaningful relationship with music as composers1 , performers and
listeners. Music plays a key role in delivering one of the key objectives of the European
Schools which is to provide young people with opportunities for creative endeavour and to
promote an understanding of a common and heterogeneous European heritage.

1

In this document composing also includes improvising.
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The music syllabus fosters young people’s:

Critical
understanding

Critical engagement with music, developing views and
justifying opinions.

Ability to use existing musical knowledge, skills and
understanding for new purposes and in new contexts.
Creativity
Exploring innovative ways in which music can be combined
with other art forms.

Communication

Cultural
understanding

Explorations into how thoughts, feelings, ideas and emotions
can be expressed through music.
Understanding of musical traditions and the part music plays
in national, European and global culture and the construction
of personal and collective identity.
Understanding how ideas, experiences and emotions are
conveyed in a range of music from different times and
cultures.
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2 DIDACTIC PRINCIPLES
The music curriculum reflects the common didactic principles of the European schools
through adopting an integrated approach to musical learning and a belief that students
develop through active learning as music makers.

2.1 General Didactic Principles
Learning and teaching of music is based on the following didactic principles:
- Integrated teaching and learning: links and correlations among the different areas
of the European School curriculum make learning a more comprehensive and
meaningful experience.
- Active learning: students gradually become responsible for their own learning
process.
These principles are applied through a variety of teaching and learning approaches and
strategies, the use of differentiated teaching methods and the use of a wide range of learning
resources including digital tools and resources.
Didactic principles are provided as a guide for the learning and teaching.

2.2 Didactic Principles for Music Education
The syllabus is built upon five key principles.
Music education and the assessment of musical learning will:
1. Foster the musical learning and development of all young people in the European
schools.
2. Involve students in musical activities and experiences which develops their
musical skills and knowledge.
3. Integrate composing, performing, listening and responding.
4. Recognise and value the diverse ways in which young people demonstrate musical
understanding and development.
5. Reflect and value the diversity of music in society and its historical and social
traditions.
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Music teaching built upon these key principles demonstrates the following characteristics:
Principles

Characteristics of teaching and learning

The music syllabus will:
Support the musical learning and
progression of all young people in
the European schools.

Young people learn music in many ways and
have different musical interests, strengths and
needs.
The curriculum and its teaching supports the
musical development of all young people, helps
them to fulfil their musical aspirations and
introduces them to new forms of musical
experience and music making and creating.

Involve young people in musical activities
and experiences which support them in
developing their musical skills and
knowledge.

Involves young people in authentic and real-life
music-making processes.

Integrate composing, performing
and listening activities.

Composing, listening and performing are usually
brought together within lessons to create rich
musical experiences.

Recognise and value the many ways in
Teaching and assessment provide opportunities
which young people demonstrate musical for students to demonstrate musical learning and
understanding and development.
understanding in a range of different ways.
Teachers adapt their teaching to reflect the
musical experiences and needs of the young
people whose musical learning they support.
Reflect and value the rich diversity of the
world music and musical practices

Teaching reflects and builds on the diversity of
music in society and the ways in which
people engage with music and gain fulfilment
from it.

2.3 Resources
Adequate resourcing is a precondition for meeting the musical learning needs of all young
people in European Schools. Rich and meaningful musical experience and high musical
achievement depend on the access to high quality resources including music
technology/ICT, instruments and audio equipment. Students cannot produce high quality
musical work using low-quality resources.
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The following list is a basic minimum:
1. Teaching space which allows for a range of individual, group and whole class
musical activities to take place.
2. A range of good quality acoustic and electronic instruments, including percussion,
electronic keyboards, pop and rock instruments and instruments from non-western cultures
as well as amplifiers and microphones.
3. Good quality audio-visual and digital recording equipment, including MP3, CD and
DVD.
4. Access to the world-wide web within the music teaching rooms.
5. A range of computer-based music technology and software.
6. A range of digital and print resources.
7. Opportunities for the teachers to share ideas and resources via e-communication.
The most important resource however is an expert music teacher who can foster a culture of
music making in the school.
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3 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

3.1 Overall Learning Objectives
Throughout the years S6-S7, music teaching and learning will address the subject content,
learning objectives and didactic principles of the music syllabus fostering the development of
young people's musical skills, knowledge and understanding in the three main musical
competencies of composing and improvising, performing, as well as listening and
responding.
Musical Learning

Activities and Processes

composing and improvising

- Developing and shaping musical
elements into expressive ideas
and structures for a range of
mediums and purposes.
- Demonstrating an increasing
awareness of musical style, genre
and historical and social traditions.

Work individually and collaboratively on
compositions and
improvisations and, where appropriate,
recognising, valuing and
responding to the contributions made by
others to the musical processes and
outcomes.
Create, develop and extend musical ideas
within musical structures.
Create, develop and extend musical ideas
within the conventions of a range of musical
styles, traditions and genres.
Make expressive use of musical elements,
devices, tonalities and structures using
conventional instruments, voices and
including the use of music technology (ICT).
Employ a range of means to record their
music making including using notations and
digital technologies.

performing
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- Performing and improvising fluently and
expressively both in groups and
individually with an increasing
awareness of style, genre, historical and
social traditions.

Sing and perform on instruments in solo or
group contexts with musical expression,
secure technical control and an awareness
of ensemble.
Perform with an awareness of musical
style, context and occasion.
Work collaboratively on musical
performances, improvisations and
compositions,
recognising, valuing and responding to the
contributions made by others to the musical
processes and outcomes.
Develop an understanding of different
musical practices through performing music
from a range of traditions and cultures.
Perform by ear and from a range of
notations.

listening and responding
- Listening and responding in the
context of composing, performing and
improvising.
- Listening and responding to music
from a wide range of styles, traditions
and cultures.

Respond to music through composing,
improvising and performing.
Listen with discrimination to music from a
wide range of traditions and cultures.
Respond to music through talk, discussion
and writing using appropriate technical and
non-technical language.

3.2 Learning objectives for the different cycles
The syllabus for Years 6-7 builds upon the skills, knowledge and understanding that students
have developed in Years 1-5. It reflects the principles and the
rationale that young people's musical learning should take place through musical encounters
involving composing, improvising, performing and listening to music. It reflects the breadth
and variety of music genres and traditions across the world in all its diversity. It develops
young people’s critical capacities and their ability to reflect and analyse their knowledge of
historical and social traditions of music and the breadth of music in contemporary society.
The aim of the curriculum in the Years 6-7 is to support the students in progressive
development of their musical knowledge, skills and understanding in the context of in-depth
studies of a range of musical genres, styles and traditions, and also to take ownership of
their musical learning and development. To gain a meaningful understanding of music young
people develop critical awareness of its context, its history and its potential for future
development.
2021-01-D-55-en-2
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The above-mentioned broad-based approach addresses:
Composing and improvising:

By the end of S7 students can compose and improvise extended music for a particular
context, occasion and in response to a brief either musical or non-musical stimuli. Their
compositions and improvisations demonstrate an understanding of the characteristics of
processes of the musical styles and traditions.
Product

Extended compositions and improvisations are characterized by creative
and appropriate choice and use of:
- instruments, voices and digital technologies demonstrating a
sophisticated awareness of their technical capabilities and characteristics,
- musical elements, structures and devices,
- stylistic conventions and processes including the ability to adapt and
develop them.

Process

The appropriate and creative use of musical characteristics,
devices and processes from a range of musical styles and traditions.
The process of composing and preparing improvisations is characterized
by:
- a clear musical intention,
- an ability to critically reflect and revise in time or over time in order to
refine their work and meet the musical intention,
- identification and use of appropriate and inspiring stimuli,
- adoption of appropriate working practices that support creativity and
enable deadlines to be met.

Performing:
By the end of S7 students can perform music of increasing challenge on their own and with
others with fluency, expression, and a sense of style.
Product
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Performances are characterized by:
a sensitive and stylistically appropriate use of articulation, dynamics
and phrasing,
awareness of the musical characteristics and performing
conventions of a range of musical styles and traditions,
good sound quality which is appropriate to the musical style,
the ability to draw on a broad range of instrumental and vocal
techniques,
a good musical awareness in the context of ensemble playing and the
ability to work collaboratively.
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Process

The foundation for successful performances are:
 choice of appropriate repertoire,
an understanding of the importance of style and tradition in music,
an understanding of the challenges and aims required to make
progress,
working strategies for success,
ongoing critical reflection resulting in improved performance.

Listening, responding and critically analysing
By the end of S7 students can:
demonstrate an understanding of the social and historical traditions of music,
listen and respond to music in the context of improvising and performing,
recognize the characteristics of a wide range of musical styles and sub-divisions of
those styles,
draw on appropriate technical and non-technical vocabulary to describe, discuss,
compare, contrast and analyse music,
demonstrate an open-minded and inquisitive approach to new musical styles.
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4 CONTENT FOR THE SUBJECT MUSIC
This section sets out the relevant contents necessary to meet the learning objectives outlined
above.
The curriculum for the Years 6-7 promotes and supports students’ continuing development
as improvisers, composers, performers and critical listeners. It adopts an approach which
encourages independent learning including research, focuses on individual needs and
aspirations, and lays the foundation for long-life engagement with music.

Prior Learning/Attainment Requirements
The essential prerequisite knowledge, skills and understanding are those acquired through
engaging with music as performer, composer and discerning and enquiring listener. These
should be at a level of attainment, which equates to that needed for successful completion of
the Years 4-5 program of study in Music. However, an appropriate foundation may equally
have been laid down within the context of other national systems or through the experience
gained in the Years 1-3 supplemented by extra-curricular participation in musical activities or
by following graded performance syllabuses. Equally the necessary skills and understanding
may have been acquired through wholly informal means. Access to the course should be
discussed with the teachers concerned and suitable arrangements made to accommodate
students with particular needs.
The curriculum and examination will focus on students’ achievements in the core areas of:


performing,



composing and improvising,



listening, responding and critically analysing and the extent to which these are informed
by,



ability to apply musical knowledge in a critical and discerning way,



aural awareness and score reading,



analytical skills,



knowledge and understanding of musical styles, genres and historical and social
traditions and



appropriate and relevant knowledge and understanding of music theory.
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4.1 Knowledge Goal
The framework and rationale for the Music Baccalaureate programme and examination
reflects and builds upon the principles of good practice contained in the curriculum document
for the Years 1- 5. The programme provides a framework within which the experiential
approach to music learning, where pupils act as performers, composers and discerning and
critical listeners, can be sustained throughout the Years 6-7.
The European Baccalaureate Music course is intended to be stimulating and enriching for
students and teachers alike. Throughout the two-year course students will be engaged in the
core musical disciplines of performing, composing, listening and responding in such a
way as to highlight their interdependence. Students are provided with opportunities to
engage with a wide range of music from folk, jazz, popular and classical traditions, and of
western and non-western origin. Throughout the course students are encouraged to develop
skills in using music technology and to draw upon knowledge from other subject areas where
appropriate.
A central aim of the Baccalaureate in music is to provide access for all students who
demonstrate the musical skills and understanding necessary to gain from such a programme
of study irrespective of the musical style or tradition in which they make music. A key aspect
of the Baccalaureate's inclusive approach is the value it places on the music and musical
practices from diverse musical and cultural backgrounds and most especially the musical
skills and understanding that students bring to the programme.
Students bring their own musical identities to the course of study which then need to be built
upon, developed and extended. The examination framework is designed to offer teachers the
flexibility to meet the needs and aspirations of students within a balanced approach to
musical learning. The revised programme of study for Music thus enables candidates and
their teachers to choose a path best suited to each student and which will prepare them for
range of opportunities beyond the programme itself. These might take the form of further
study at university, college or conservatoire, entry into the music industry or simply a life-long
engagement with music.
Finally, the European Baccalaureate Music course recognises that it has a responsibility to
reflect, and to enable young people to critically engage with, the rich and diverse nature of
music in contemporary society.
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4.2 Knowledge and Skills Framework for S6-S7
Part A: Western classical musical styles and traditions
Candidates will listen to 10 short audio extracts of music from the western classical tradition
from 1600 through to 1900, focusing on the main musical styles, genres, traditions,
techniques, processes etc. Responses to this question will be based purely on listening and
not related to a score.

Part B: Questions based on the following four topic areas.
1: Western art music in the 20th and 21st century: Questions will be based around a
setwork which exemplifies a particular tradition or style that is the focus of study. There will
be two questions; the first focuses on general understanding of the musical style/tradition of
which the set work is an example. The second focuses on the setwork and how this fits into
the tradition and style being studied. This question may or may not include a listening extract.
The references to the score will be required.
2: Musical theatre and/or jazz: the focus will be on a particular style or a particular
composer. Students will demonstrate knowledge of the musical style and important musical
works. Schools are not required to buy the scores. This question may or may not include a
listening extract.
3: 21st century popular music: composers or styles: this question will focus on a
contemporary popular musical style that will be familiar to many young people. Students will
demonstrate knowledge of the repertoire, the stylistic characteristics, the notable performers,
the performances and the recordings. This question will involve a listening extract.
4: Non-western music: the focus will be on a non-western tradition, its practices, processes
and social functions, the instruments and performing traditions including its relationship to
contemporary music. These questions will involve a listening extract.
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Years 6-7 Programme Aims
The aims of the programme are:


to develop students' musical skills, knowledge and understanding through an integrated
approach to the core musical activities of composing, performing and critical, discerning
listening and responding;



to enable students to adopt a reflective and self-critical approach to their development as
musicians and, with support from teachers and others, identify what they need to do to
make progress;



to develop students' individual strengths and interests, encouraging life-long musical
learning and engagement including providing access to music-related further/higher
education and careers in music and related industries;



to promote personal, social, spiritual and cultural development, and foster creativity and
imagination;



to encourage independent learning.

These aims will be achieved through teaching and assessment, and an examination
structure which provide students with opportunities to achieve the following:

Learning Outcomes
The learning outcomes are:


to participate as active, independent and responsible learners, developing their critical
judgements about music, its performance and composition;



to compose, perform and critically analyse music to a high standard from a broad range
of musical styles, genres and cultures;



to engage critically and reflectively with the rich diversity of contemporary musical culture;



to extend their appreciation and understanding of the diverse and dynamic heritage of
music, and particularly western art music, from the Renaissance to the present day;



to develop the theoretical, analytical, cultural and historical knowledge of music
necessary to support an informed and rich relationship with music through the core
musical activities of composing, performing and critical listening;



to deepen appreciation of the relationships between different aspects of the subject and
its links to other subjects.
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Programme Years 6-7
The curriculum for Years 6-7 promotes and supports students’ continuing development as
composers, performers and listeners. It adopts an approach which encourages independent
learning including research, focuses on individual needs and aspirations, and lays the
foundation for long-life engagement with music.
The curriculum and examination will focus on students’ achievements in the core areas of:


performing



composing



listening and responding

and the extent to which these are informed by:


ability to apply musical knowledge in a critical and discerning way



aural awareness and score reading



analytical skills



knowledge and understanding of musical styles, genres and traditions



appropriate and relevant knowledge and understanding of music theory.

Programme for the 2-hour course
The 2-period option provides a valuable opportunity for students to develop their individual
musical interests and skills through the production of a portfolio. This portfolio will take format
similar to that required for the 4-hour course.
Assessment is continuous with no set examination.
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4.3 The portfolio contents:
Section 1: Musical Diary/Log
This will contain:
i.

a short personal statement by the student which describes their musical interests,
background and aspirations and notable musical achievements and experiences prior to
beginning the Bac;

ii. an ongoing reflective and evaluative log which provides evidence of critical self-reflection
on their progress as musicians including how the submitted evidence demonstrates
evidence of this progress;
iii. critical reviews of concerts/recordings- for example published on internet/school
magazine- which show evidence of developing critical awareness;
iv. evidence of innovative ways in which they have engaged with music such as the creative
use of music technologies or use of social networking sites for exchanging ideas and
discussing music-related issues;
v. if desired, records of assessment including certificates, teacher assessments and
reports.

Section 2: Performing and composing
i.

Performances from across the course including at least two from Year 6 and two from
Year 7. The performing occasions can be from outside or inside school and may include
solo and ensemble work.

ii. Compositions from across the course including at least two from Year 6 and two from
Year 7. They are:
- based on a range of stimuli/commissions
- recorded examples of compositions
- composer’s notes and, as appropriate, scores or analytical commentaries.

A link to the portfolio should be submitted to the BAC Unit by the middle of May. An exact
date will be sent to schools each year. Portfolio links will not be accepted after this date.
Candidates will not be given the option of taking the reserve paper if their Portfolio link is
submitted after the due date. However, modifications can be made to the portfolio up to
midday on the day preceding the BAC examination.
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5. ASSESSMENT

General Principles of Music Assessment
Assessment should support, enhance, and reinforce musical learning and make learning
outcomes transparent. Assessment in music should be viewed as a continuous, integral part
of planning, teaching and learning. The learning objectives for each cycle are the basis for
assessment. They include students′ competences – knowledge, skills and attitudes
(dispositions). Assessment should be integrated into teaching not as something which
interrupts learning or is bolted-on to it separate from the learning process. Assessment
should involve students in the assessment process and should be framed in such a way that
students perceive it as supportive rather than as a source of fear or anxiety.
Assessment is fundamentally about helping teachers get to know better those they teach
both as musicians and musical learners: to know their needs as musical learners and their
interests and aspirations as musicians. Importantly, teachers need to frame assessment in
such a way that students perceive it as supportive rather than as a source of fear or anxiety.
In this section, specific music assessment criteria in relation to the student’s attainment are
set.
Assessment criteria must meet the principles of fairness, validity reliability and transparency
in accordance with the Assessment Policy of the European Schools.
1.

Fairness
Equal opportunities for appropriate teaching and learning approaches, access to
resources should be given. Assessment should remain unbiased by ethnicity, culture,
gender and age.

2.

Validity
Assessment procedures, methods, instruments and material should match to what is
assessed.

3.

Reliability
Same judgments should be made in the same or similar context each time an
assessment is administrated.

4.

Transparency
Clear terms should be communicated to the students.

Assessment Practice
Fundamental to effective assessment in music is that it should:
•

assess musical learning and understanding in its broadest sense;
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•

provide opportunities for all students to demonstrate their achievements in musical
learning and understanding;

•

involve students in evaluating their work through discussion and self and peer
assessment;

•

help teachers to evaluate the effectiveness of their teaching and support them in
future planning for students’ musical learning2.

The music syllabus for the Years 1-7 establishes a clear set of principles and beliefs about
the nature of music teaching and learning, the kinds of musical knowledge, skills and
understanding which young people should develop and the musical activities and
experiences that they need to have the opportunity to engage with in order to develop as fully
rounded musicians. Assessment that is useful and legitimate reflects these principles and
beliefs.
In order that assessment reflects and supports musical learning and assessment it should:
•

take place mainly through musical activity;

•

reflect the full range of musical learning, knowledge and experience gained through
composing, performing and listening;

•

be integrated into the learning process;

•

provide feedback which supports students in reflecting upon their learning and
developing understanding of what they need to do to improve;

•

involve self-reflection and peer-assessment;

•

assess the knowledge and understanding that the lesson, module or project is aiming
to achieve;

•

value musical learning that takes place beyond the lesson and outside of school.

5.1 Music Attainment Descriptors
The Music Attainment Descriptors should be used in conjunction with the relevant learning
objectives and content for the cycle contained in the syllabus for music. These learning
objectives describe the expected standards to be met by students at the end of each cycle.
Progression within and across the cycles S1-3 and S4-5 is expressed through the increased
technical and artistic challenges demanded of students in their composing and improvising,
performing, and listening and responding as set out in the syllabus content and learning

2

Ref: 2011-01-D-61 Assessment Policy in the European Schools
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objectives. The learning objectives, content and attainment descriptors draw on
contemporary research into music education pedagogies and musical development.
The attainments descriptors should be applied using a best ‘fit’ approach i.e. the student
should be awarded the mark whose descriptor best fits their attainment.

Examination Structure for the 4-hour course
The Baccalaureate in music will maintain the present structure of a Part A, preBaccalaureate Examination assessed by teachers (40 %) and an externally assessed Part B
(60 %).
Both examinations will be contextualised within the production of a portfolio which will
provide evidence of a student's musical achievement and learning throughout the course and
for which half of the marks for Part B are allocated. (See Fig 1). Further details of the
portfolio are outlined below.

Allocation of the marks:

Part A: 40 %

Teacher marked

Part B: 60 %

Teacher marked and externally marked (30 % examination /
30% portfolio)

The Part A examination will consist of performing and composing elements (30 % overall)
which the candidate will be able to 'weight' towards their particular specialism and a
compulsory small-scale research project (10 %).
The overall structure of the examination is therefore:

Part A
40 % of the
overall mark

Performing and Composing (weighted to specialism): 30 %
Research project linked to performing and composing: 10 %

Part B
60 % of the
overall mark

Listening and Responding Examination: 30 %
Portfolio: 30 %
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Fig. 1

The Portfolio
A key element of the music baccalaureate exam is the student's portfolio. The portfolio is
worth 30 % of the overall mark and is linked to Part B of the examination. Submission of the
portfolio is a condition for sitting the written part of the music examination.
The development of the portfolio will be the main focus of students' work in Years 6-7 and
will provide the context within which they develop the musical knowledge, skills and
understanding they will need to meet the requirements of both Parts A and the Listening and
Responding examination of Part B. The purpose of the portfolio is to provide evidence of the
range and quality of the student's musical achievement across all the three core areas of
musical practice and the progress that they have made during the two years of the course.
The portfolio should be assessed on an ongoing basis with regular formative feedback.
Importantly, the development of the portfolio allows students to take ownership of their
musical learning and development, teachers to adopt an individualised approach to teaching,
and to be maintained the integrated approach to music teaching and learning which has
underpinned teaching in Years 1-5.
The portfolio can contain evidence of the student's music-making both within and beyond
school.
The portfolio must be submitted in a web-based form with its content accessible to correctors
via a forwarded link. Portfolios presented as hard paper copies or via CDs/pen drives/DVDs
will not be accepted.
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The portfolio contents:

Section 1: Musical Diary/Log
This will contain
i.

a short personal statement by the student which describes their musical interests,
background and aspirations and notable musical achievements and experiences prior to
beginning the Bac. The portfolio must be filed in by the student, not by the teacher or the
school;

ii. an ongoing evaluative log which provides evidence of critical self-reflection on their
progress as musicians. This evidence might include examples of:


critical reviews of concerts/recordings- for example published on internet/school
magazine- which show evidence of developing critical awareness,



evidence of innovative ways in which they have engaged with music, such as the
creative use of music technologies or use of social networking sites for exchanging
ideas and discussing music-related issues,



a record of students’ listening and appraising including additional analyses as
appropriate to student's individual needs,



records of assessment including certificates, teacher assessments and reports,



final assessment of the portfolio must be inserted in the commentary on Viatique. Do
not use any other document.

Section 2: Performing and Composing
i.

Performances from across the course including at least two from Year 6 and two or three
from Year 7 (these should not include those submitted for part A of the examination).
Performing occasions can be from outside or inside school and should include solo and
ensemble work. Credit will be given for performances from across a range of styles and
traditions and where the portfolio provides evidence of achievement in more than one
instrument.

ii. Compositions from across the course including at least two from Year 6 and two or three
from Year 7 (these should not include compositions submitted for Part A) which
demonstrate the student's progression and development as a composer
- for different instruments/groups of instruments including voice and ICT
- for different occasions and based on range of stimuli/commissions
- recorded examples of compositions
- composers notes and, as appropriate, scores or analytical commentaries.
(As per the requirements for Part A).
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Part A Examination
Part A, 40 % of the overall Baccalaureate mark, assessed by the teacher
The examination is in three parts. Prior to the examination students will, with the support of
their teachers, have decided whether they wish to specialize as performers or composers.
The mark scheme is as follows:
20 %:

Composing or performing (according to specialism)

10 %:

Composing or performing (non-specialism weighting)

10 %:

Research Assignment which should be related to the student's composing
and/or performing activities.

Content:
Performing
The students will prepare two contrasting pieces where performing is their specialism and
one where it is not. Pieces should last between three and four minutes each and present
challenge appropriate to the student, the examination and the musical style. Group/
ensemble performances are acceptable but the person being assessed must have a
significant role in the performance and be clearly identified and identifiable on the recording.
Guidance:


performances can be drawn from events such as school concerts or concerts/gigs that take
place outside of school or from performance events specifically organised for the
assessment of performances for the Baccalaureate. In both cases, it is acceptable for
friends and relations- including parents- to be present;



performances should be recorded and submitted with the portfolio. (In group
performances the student must be identified) ;



performances may be 'cover' versions of popular songs;



performances may be of students’ compositions;



the candidate should provide programme notes for the music they perform;



candidates should provide a short written commentary outlining the challenges presented
by the music and their approach to its performance;



the teacher responsible for assessment must attend the performance occasion.
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Composing
The candidates will prepare two contrasting compositions where composing is their
specialism and one where it is not. The compositions should be approximately three minutes
long.
Guidance:


compositions should be recorded or be in digital form;



students may perform their own compositions;



compositions may be digitally produced using music technology;



candidates should provide scores or a written commentary outlining their approach to the
compositions including reference to style, structure, use of compositional techniques,
intent etc.

Research Project
This is a compulsory element and provides the opportunity for the student to deepen their
knowledge through researching an aspect of music which supports their development as a
performer and/or composer. Students may, for example, research an aspect of performance
practice relating to their instrumental/vocal study or the background of a composer or musical
tradition in which they are particularly interested or analyse a piece they are to perform.
Other examples might include investigating the potential of a piece of composing software or
looking into a particular musical tradition which they might wish to draw upon in their
composing. The project should take the form of a written paper or web-based page of
approximately 1500 words which can be supported by a variety of multi-media resources.
Therefore, the structure of Part A is as follows:
Performing Specialism:
Two performances lasting
6-8 minutes in total

One Composition lasting
3 minutes

20 %

10 %

Research Project
10 %

Composing Specialism:
Two compositions lasting
approx. 3 minutes each
20 %
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One performance lasting
3-4 minutes approx.
10 %

Research Project
10 %
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Part B Examination
Part B: 60 % of the overall Bac mark, internally and externally marked
LISTENING & RESPONDING EXAMINATION
30 % of the Three hours in length
overall
marks
Important Note:
The means should be found for the extracts to be downloaded onto an
MP3 player or computer allowing students to listen to the extracts as
many times as they like within the three-hour period of the examination.
A
10 %

SECTION A: western classical musical styles and traditions
Candidates will listen to 10 short audio extracts of music from the
western classical tradition from 1600 through to 1900, focusing on the
main musical styles, genres, traditions, techniques, processes etc.
Responses to this question will be based purely on listening and not
related to a score.

B
20 %

SECTION B: Contextual musical analysis. (20 %)
There are four areas of study:
1: Western art music in the 20th and 21st century
2: Musical theatre and/or jazz
3: 21st century popular music
4: Non-western music
The purpose of this examination is to assess a student's:
 ability to analyse music both aurally and with reference to a score;
 musical knowledge and understanding of a range of musical and
performance practices, styles and cultures;
 ability to apply musical knowledge and understanding in a critical
and discerning way;
 ability to compare and contrast musical extracts, styles and
performances. One extract will require comparative analysis
focusing for example on two different performances of the same
music, different workings of the same or similar musical material or
two different realisations of the same stimuli (for example the setting
of the same words by two different composers).
At least one extract will require the student to read a staff-notated
score. Other extracts may rely purely on aural perception or be
supported by visual or text sources or other graphical or symbolic
representations.
PORTFOLIO

30 %

As detailed above.
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Attainment descriptors for the end of S6

Denominator

Notation

Mark

Competences

The student has achieved excellent standards across
the three areas of musical competence.

Excellent
though not
flawless
performance
entirely
A
corresponding
to the
competences
required by
the subject

2021-01-D-55-en-2

The student demonstrates excellent musical understanding
when responding to music as performer, composer and
listener within in a range of musical styles. They draw on
appropriate technical and non-technical language to
describe, analyse and discuss music and when justifying
their opinions and views about music and musical
performances

9-10

The student performs with excellent fluency, secure
technical control and expression. They have an excellent
awareness of the requirements and protocols of different
performing context. When performing in groups the student
demonstrates an excellent sense of ensemble and is able
to respond creatively and imaginatively to the contributions
of others.
The student composes and improvises within simple
structures using musical elements and devices
expressively, creatively and convincingly. Compositions
and improvisations demonstrate an excellent
understanding of the characteristics of a limited range
instruments and voices and the ability to respond
imaginatively and creatively to musical and non-musical
stimuli. With support, the student can use notations and
available digital technologies in their composing and also to
store and rework their compositions and performances.
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The student has achieved very good standards across
the three areas of musical competence.
The student demonstrates very good musical
understanding when responding to music as performer,
composer and listener within in a range of common musical
styles. They consistently draw on appropriate technical and
non-technical language to describe, analyse and discuss
music and when justifying their opinions and views about
music and musical performances.
Very good
performance
almost entirely
corresponding
B
to the
competences
required by
the subject.

8-8.5

The student performs with very good fluency, secure
technical control and expression. They have a very good
awareness of the requirements and protocols of different
performing context. When performing in groups the student
demonstrates a very good sense of ensemble and is able
to respond creatively and imaginatively to the contributions
of others.
The student composes and improvises within simple
structures using musical elements and devices
expressively, creatively and convincingly. Compositions
and improvisations demonstrate a very good understanding
of the characteristics of a limited range instruments and
voices and the ability to respond imaginatively and
creatively to musical and non-musical stimuli. With support
the student can use notations and available digital
technologies in their composing and also to store and
rework their compositions and performances.
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The student has achieved good standards in the three areas
of musical competence.
The student demonstrates good musical understanding when
responding to music as performer, composer and listener within
in a range of common musical styles. They are usually able to
draw on appropriate technical and non-technical language to
describe, analyse and discuss music, and when justifying their
opinions and views about music.
Good
performance
corresponding
overall to the C
competences
required by
the subject.

7-7.9

The student performs with good fluency, secure technical control
and expression. They have a good awareness of the
requirements and protocols of different performing contexts.
When performing in groups the student demonstrates a good
sense of ensemble and is able to respond creatively and
imaginatively to the contributions of others.
The student is usually able to compose and improvise within
simple structures and to use musical elements and devices
expressively, creatively and convincingly. Compositions and
improvisations demonstrate a good understanding of the
characteristics of a limited range instruments and voices and the
ability to respond imaginatively to musical and non-musical
stimuli. With support, the student can use simple notations and
available digital technologies in their composing and also to store
and rework their compositions and performances.
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The student has achieved satisfactory standards in the three
areas of musical competence.
The student demonstrates satisfactory musical understanding
when responding to music as performer, composer and listener
within in a small range of common musical styles. They are
usually able to draw on appropriate technical and non-technical
language to describe analyses and discuss music and when
justifying their opinions and views about music.

Satisfactory
performance
corresponding
D
to the
competences
required by
the subject.
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6-6.9

The student performs with satisfactory fluency and technical
control. When performing in groups the student demonstrates
some sense of ensemble.
The student composes and improvises within simple structures
using musical elements and devices convincingly. Compositions
and improvisations demonstrate the ability to respond
imaginatively to a small range of musical and non-musical stimuli.
With support the student can use simple notations and available
digital technologies in their composing and to store their
compositions and performances.
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The student has achieved the minimum standards in the
three areas of musical competence.

Sufficient.
Performance
corresponding
to the
minimum of
E
the
competences
required by
the subject.
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The student demonstrates some musical understanding when
responding to music as performer, composer and listener. They
are usually able to draw on limited appropriate non-technical
language to describe, analyse and discuss music and when
justifying their opinions and views about music.

5-5.9

The student performs with limited fluency but some technical
control. When performing in groups the student can demonstrate
a sense of ensemble but does not do so consistently.
The student composes and improvises within very simple
structures using a limited range of musical elements and devices.
Compositions and improvisations demonstrate the ability to
respond imaginatively to a small range of musical and nonmusical stimuli. With significant support the student can use
simple notations and available digital technologies in their
composing and to store their compositions and performances.
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The student has failed to achieve the minimum expected
standards in the three areas of musical competence.

Failed. Weak
performance
almost
entirely failing
F
to meet the
competences
required by
the subject

The student demonstrates weak musical understanding when
responding to music as performer, composer and listener. Their
use of appropriate technical and non-technical musical language
is inconsistent. Their analyses and discussion of music is
superficial and they are often unable to justify their opinions and
views about music in a convincing way.
3-4.9
(weak)

The performances lack fluency, technical control and expression.
They have a very limited awareness of the requirements and
protocols of different performing context. When performing in
groups the student has a very limited sense of ensemble and is
unable to respond to the contributions of others.
The compositions and the improvisations are unconvincing and
demonstrate a limited ability to respond imaginatively to some
musical and non-musical stimuli. The student is unable to use
simple notations and available digital technologies in their
composing or to store and rework their compositions and
performances.

Failed Very
weak
performance
entirely failing
FX
to meet the
competences
required by
the subject.
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The student has failed to achieve the minimum expected
standards in all of the areas of musical competence.
0.2.9
(Very
weak)

The student demonstrates very weak musical understanding
when responding to music as performer, composer and listener.
They are unable to use technical or non-technical musical
language. Their analyses and discussion of music is very
superficial and they are rarely able to express or justify opinions
and views about music.
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The performances lack continuity and demonstrate very limited
technical control. The student has little understanding of the
requirements and protocols of different performing contexts.
When performing in groups the student has very limited sense of
ensemble and is unable to respond to the contributions of others.
The compositions and the improvisations lack structure or the
ability to use musical elements in a convincing way. The student
is unable to respond to musical and non-musical stimuli. The
student is unable to use simple notations and available digital
technologies in their composing or to store and rework their
compositions and performances.

Attainment descriptors for the end of S7

Denominator

Notation

Mark

Competences
The student has achieved excellent standards across all
areas of musical competence.
The student demonstrates excellent musical understanding when
responding to music as performer, composer and critical listener.
They demonstrate an excellent open-minded approach to new
musical experiences. They describe, analyse and discuss music
from a wide range of musical styles and traditions with excellent
perception and discrimination drawing on appropriate technical
and non-technical language.

Excellent
though not
flawless
performance
entirely
A
corresponding
to the
competences
required by
the subject

9-10

The student can justify convincingly their opinions and views
about music and musical performances including comparing and
contrasting different musical performances and treatments of
musical materials
The student has an excellent understanding of the
characteristics, processes and protocols of a wide range of
musical styles and traditions and can demonstrate this
understanding through performing, composing and improvising
and when analysing and discussing music.
The student performs with excellent fluency, secure technical
control and expression. When performing in groups they
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demonstrate an excellent sense of ensemble and ability to
respond creatively and imaginatively to the contributions of others
The student composes and improvises within extended musical
structures using musical elements and devices expressively,
creatively and convincingly and with an excellent understanding
of styles and traditions. They can respond imaginatively and
creatively to a wide range of musical and non-musical stimuli
both given and self-selected.
In their performing, composing and improvising they demonstrate
an excellent understanding of the characteristics of a broad range
instruments and voices and can exploit with confidence their
technical possibilities and limitations. They use notations and
available digital technologies independently and with great
confidence to compose, store and rework their compositions and
performances.
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The student has achieved very good standards across the
three areas of musical competence and within the topic
areas studied.
The student demonstrates very good musical understanding
when responding to music as performer, composer and critical
listener. They demonstrate a very good open-minded approach to
new musical experiences. They describe, analyse and discuss
music with excellent perception and discrimination drawing on a
wide range of appropriate technical and non-technical language.
The student can justify convincingly their opinions and views
about music and musical performances. The student has a very
good understanding of the characteristics, processes and
protocols of a wide range of musical styles and traditions and can
demonstrate this understanding through performing, composing
and improvising and when analysing and discussing music.

Very good
performance
almost entirely
corresponding
to the
competences
required by the
subject.

B

8-8.99

The student performs with very good fluency, secure technical
control and expression. When performing in groups they
demonstrate a very good sense of ensemble and ability to
respond creatively and imaginatively to the contributions of
others.
The student composes and improvises within extended musical
structures using musical elements and devices expressively,
creatively and convincingly. They can respond imaginatively and
creatively to a wide range of musical and non-musical stimuli
both given and self-selected.
In their performing, composing and improvising they demonstrate
a very good understanding of the characteristics of a broad range
instruments and voices and can exploit with confidence their
technical possibilities and limitations. They use notations and
available digital technologies independently to compose and to
store and rework their compositions and performances.
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The student has achieved good standards in the three areas
of musical competence and within the topic areas studied.
The student demonstrates good musical understanding when
responding to music as performer, composer and critical listener.
They demonstrate a good open-minded approach to new musical
experiences. They are usually able to describe, analyse and
discuss music with good perception and discrimination drawing
on a range of appropriate technical and non-technical language.
The student can justify convincingly their opinions and views
about music and musical performances. The student has a good
understanding of the characteristics, processes and protocols of
a wide range of musical styles and traditions and can
demonstrate this understanding through performing, composing
and improvising and when analysing and discussing music.

Good
Performance
corresponding
overall to the
competences
required by the
subject.

C

7-7.99

The student performs with good fluency, secure technical control
and expression. When performing in groups they demonstrate a
good sense of ensemble and ability to respond creatively and
imaginatively to the contributions of others.
The student composes and improvises within extended musical
structures using musical elements and devices expressively,
creatively and usually convincingly. They can respond
imaginatively and creatively to a wide range of musical and nonmusical stimuli.
In their performing, composing and improvising they demonstrate
a very good understanding of the characteristics of a broad range
instruments and voices and can exploit with confidence their
technical possibilities and limitations. They use notations and
available digital technologies independently to compose and to
store and rework their compositions and performances.
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The student has achieved minimum standards in the three
areas of musical competence and within the topic areas
studied.
The student demonstrates some musical understanding when
responding to music as performer, composer and critical listener.
They are occasionally open to new musical experiences. They
are usually able to describe and discuss music drawing on a
range of technical and non-technical language.
Sufficient.
Performance
corresponding
to the minimum E
of the
competences
required by the
subject.

5-5.99

The student can express opinions and views about music and
musical performances but not always justify these in relation to
musical criteria. The student has a minimum acceptable
understanding of the characteristics, processes and protocols of
a range of musical styles and traditions.
The student performs with limited fluency, technical control and
expression. When performing in groups the student demonstrates
a sense of ensemble but does not do so consistently.
The student composes and improvises within musical structures
using a limited range of musical elements and devices. They can
respond imaginatively to limited range of musical and nonmusical stimuli both given and self-selected.
In their performing, composing and improvising they demonstrate
an acceptable understanding of the characteristics of a limited
range of instruments and voices and. With support they use
notations and available digital technologies with to compose and
to store and rework their compositions and performances.
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The student has failed to achieve the minimum expected
standards in the three areas of musical competence.
The student demonstrates weak musical understanding when
responding to music as a performer, composer and critical
listener. They tend not to be open to new musical experiences.
They are unable describe and discuss music and their use of
appropriate technical and non-technical musical language is
inconsistent.

Failed.
Weak
performance
almost entirely
failing to meet
the
competences
required by the
subject

F

3-4.9
(weak)

Their analyses and discussion of music are superficial and they
are often unable to justify their opinions and views about music in
a convincing way. The student has very limited understanding of
the characteristics, processes and protocols of different musical
styles and traditions.
Performances lack fluency, technical control and expression.
When performing in groups the student has very limited sense of
ensemble and is unable to respond to the contributions of others.
Compositions and improvisations are unconvincing and
demonstrate a limited ability to respond imaginatively to musical
and non-musical stimuli. The student needs significant support to
use simple notations and available digital technologies in their
composing or to store and rework their compositions and
performances.
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The student has failed to achieve the minimum expected
standards in all of the areas of musical competence.
The student demonstrates very weak musical understanding
when responding to music as performer, composer and listener.
They are not open to new musical experiences. They are unable
to use technical or non-technical musical language. Their
analyses and discussion of music are very superficial and they
are rarely unable to express or justify opinions and views about
music.

Failed
Very weak
performance
entirely failing
to meet the
competences
required by
the subject.

0.-2.99
FX

(Very
weak)

The student has extremely limited understanding of the
characteristics, processes and protocols of different musical
styles and traditions.
Performances lack continuity and demonstrate very limited
technical control. The student has no understanding of the
requirements and protocols of different performing contexts.
When performing in groups the student has a very limited sense
of ensemble and is unable to respond to the contributions of
others.
Compositions and improvisations lack structure or the ability to
use musical elements in a convincing way. The student is unable
to respond to musical and non-musical stimuli. The student is
unable to use simple notations and available digital technologies
in their composing or to store and rework their compositions and
performances.
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5.2 New marking system in the Baccalaureate cycle
So that the written tests and examinations for the Baccalaureate reflect the competences to
be assessed this syllabus must contain




a generic matrix,
a sample paper and
a marking scheme/descriptive assessment scale (rubrics) for the sample paper
in question

5.2.1 Written examination
The sample article should adequately reflect the competencies to be assessed. Achievement
descriptors and a new marking scale, generic matrix and a marking scheme / assessment
record sheet for this type of paper have been designed.
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6 ANNEXES

6.1 ANNEX – Additional information
Music is a unique form of communication that influences the way students feel, think, act and
understand their world. Music is an important part of each young person's identity both as an
individual and as a European citizen. Music classes typically comprise students from many
different European countries. Music education enables students of the European Schools to
build bridges between their various cultural backgrounds.
In lessons with expert music teachers, young people acquire competencies that help them
shape the musical world around them. Through activity-based learning, music-making and
working with conventional instruments and contemporary media, music lessons contribute
substantially to students ’education, artistry, and their acquisition of appropriate
communication skills, far beyond the boundaries of the subject and school itself.
Music education fosters in student the qualities and skills necessary to develop a diverse set
of interests and participate in artistic citizenship. The insights provided by music education
enable students to become aware of the significance of musical, artistic, cultural, literary, and
media diversity. Students come to recognise the importance of cultural traditions and
contemporary aesthetic concepts in societal development. Furthermore, they are inspired to
engage with contemporary and historic music, arts and culture.
The purpose of this curriculum document is to support teachers in developing with their
students a vibrant and musical curriculum which meets each young person's musical needs
and interests. There are many ways in which this can be achieved and this document seeks
to provide a framework of principles within which teachers can respond creatively to meet the
needs of their particular pupils. The common thread that should bind together all students'
experiences in music in whatever European School they attend, it is that music lessons are
occasions when they are allowed to be composers, performers and critical, discriminating
listeners.
The teachers are encouraged to work together in pedagogical teams and to pass on their
comments to the inspector to discuss this document, the ways in which its aims might be
realised and ideas and resources for lessons and topics.
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6.2 ANNEX – Generic Matrix
Task

PART Part A (teachers’
assessment)
A

Competences

Learning
Objective
The student is
able to ...

Question(s)

Evaluation Marking

Weight of final
mark in %

75 %

marking scheme rubric

30%

Research project
linked to
performing and
composing

25 %

marking scheme rubric

10 %

100 %

40 %

Knowledge of
musical styles
and traditions

Recognize
musical styles
and traditions

Listen to the extracts (multiple
choices)

20 %

marking scheme rubric

Part B1 of written
exam

Knowledge of
western art music

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores

30 %

marking scheme rubric

Part B2 of written
exam

Knowledge of
non-western
musics

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores
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Weight in
points

Performing and
composing

Total of ass. teacher

PART Part A of written
exam
B

Weight
in %

marking scheme rubric
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30 %

Part B3 of written
exam

Knowledge of
European
traditional music

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores

marking scheme rubric

Part B4 of written
exam

Knowledge of
popular music

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores

marking scheme rubric

Total written exam

100

Part B final exam
Portfolio

100

30 %

Total of BACC written
+ portfolio

200/2

60 %

TOTAL

100

EXCELLENT

Personal
achievement in
progression
across the course
in all areas of
musical
achievement

VERY GOOD

100-90
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89-80

Demonstrate the
progression
achievement in
personal music
making and
understanding
during the course

GOOD

See portfolio guidance ref. to the
syllabus

SATISFACTORY
79-70

69-60

marking scheme rubric

SUFFICIENT
59-50
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WEAK
49-21

100 %

VERY WEAK
20-0

6.3 ANNEX – Specific Matrix
Task

PART
A

Part A (teachers’
assessment)

Weight
in %

Evaluation Marking

Weight in
points

Performing and
composing

75 %

marking scheme rubric

100

Research project
linked to
performing and
composing

25 %

marking scheme rubric

33,3

Competences

Learning
Objective
The student is able
to ...

Question(s)

Weight of final
mark in %

40
Total of ass. teacher

PART
B

100 %

133,33

Part A of written
exam

Knowledge of
musical styles
and traditions

Recognize musical
styles and
traditions

Listen to the extracts (multiple
choices)

20 %

marking scheme rubric

40
(10 x 4
points)

Part B1 of written
exam

Knowledge of
western art music

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores

30 %

marking scheme rubric

15
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40 %

Part B2 of written
exam

Knowledge of
non-western
music

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores

marking scheme rubric

15

Part B3 of written
exam

Knowledge of
European
traditional music

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores

marking scheme rubric

15

Part B4 of written
exam

Knowledge of
popular music

Recognize and
critically analyse

Listening to musical extracts and
reading scores

marking scheme rubric

15

Total written exam

50 %

100

30 %

50 %

100

30 %

Total of BACC written
+ portfolio

100 %

200/2

60 %

TOTAL

100 %

100

100 %

Part B final exam
Portfolio

EXCELLENT
100-90
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Personal
achievement in
progression
across the course
in all areas of
musical
achievement

VERY GOOD
89-80

Demonstrate the
progression
achievement in
personal music
making and
understanding
during the course

GOOD
79-70

See portfolio guidance ref. to the
syllabus

marking scheme rubric

SATISFACTORY

SUFFICIENT

69-60

59-50
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WEAK
49-21

VERY WEAK
20-0

6.4 ANNEX – Marking scheme
Introduction
The purpose of this marking scheme is to ensure that there is a consistent approach to
marking by teacher-markers across the European Schools and external examiners. The
marking scheme for each question is based on those developed by teachers, where these
were provided.
General Guidance
Questions fall broadly into two types: those that are objectively right or wrong and those that
invite a range of responses.
Questions in Part A: These fall mainly into the first category. Where scope is given for more
open responses, markers should only give credit where the justifications can be supported by
the musical extract upon which the question is based.
Questions in Part B: These questions include those that are propositional (facts-based) and
also more open responses that draw on students:
 Analysis of music both aurally and with reference to the score
 Ability to apply musical knowledge and understanding in a critical and discerning way
Examiners should look for evidence that candidates can make a cogent and convincing case
for their responses drawing on what they have heard, relating this to the extract and/or score
and using appropriate terminology and drawing on their wider musical knowledge.
Detailed guidance for the marking of Section B is given in the marking scheme below.
However, it is accepted that candidates may approach some of the questions in different
ways and markers need to be able to respond flexibly. If teacher-markers feel that a
candidate’s response requires marks to be allocated in a way significantly different from the
marking scheme provided, they must attach a note to the exam paper outlining:
1: The reasons that the given mark scheme was inappropriate;
2: The marking scheme they have used;
3: The marks awarded to the candidate within the context of that marking scheme.
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Part A musical styles and traditions – 40 marks
Answers and Marking Criteria
Question Allocated
marks
1a) 3
Trumpets; Double bass; Solo improvisation.
1b) 1

Bebop, bop

2a) 3
2b) 1

Minor key; Fugue; Melismatic.
Baroque

3a) 3
3b) 1

Major key; Sequence; Tremolo
(Late) Romantic

4a) 3
4b) 1

Electro Sound; Crescendo; Motivic repetition.
Horror; Science Fiction; Fantasy.

5a) 3
5b) 1

Thematic elaboration; Solo Concerto; Minor key.
Romantic.

6a) 3
6b) 1

Triple metre; French horn; Homophonic.
Classical.

7a) 3
7b) 1

Hi-hat; Instrumental Combo; Walking bass.
Scat.

8a) 3
8b) 1

Marimbas; Minimalist; Syncopated patterns.
Reich; Glass (any minimalist composer).

9a) 3
9b) 1

Lied; Baritone voice; Triplet accompaniment.
Schubert, Brahms, Schumann.

10a) 3
10b) 1
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Cool Jazz; Pedal note; Improvisation.
Miles Davis (any Jazz trumpeter).
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Part B Contextual Analysis – 60 marks
Answers and Marking Criteria
B1 Ground Bass – 15 marks
1) 10
9-10 marks: The response addresses fully all four elements of the
question. The answer is convincing and demonstrates a very good
understanding of ground bass techniques and excellent ability to
analyse music aurally and from a score.
7-8 marks: The response addresses all four elements of the question.
The answer is convincing and demonstrates a good understanding of
ground bass techniques and ability to analyse well music aurally and
from a score.
5-6: The response addresses at least three elements of the question.
The answer is coherent and demonstrates some understanding of
ground bass techniques and some ability to analyse music aurally and
from a score.
3-4 marks: The response addresses at least two elements of the
question. The answer is coherent but demonstrates limited
understanding of ground bass techniques and ability to analyse music
aurally and from a score.
1-2 marks: very limited response to the question demonstrating
relatively little understanding of ground bass techniques or the ability to
analyse music aurally and from a score
0 marks: No response or one that does not address the question.
2) 5

4-5 marks: The response identifies and describes the key features and
differences between ground, bass, chaconne and passacaglia using
appropriate terminology, and identifies appropriate musical examples to
support their presentation.
3-4 marks: The response identifies and describes some of the key
features and differences between ground, bass, chaconne and
passacaglia and identifies appropriate musical examples to support
their presentation.
2-3 marks: The response identifies and describes a few differences and
features and differences between ground, bass, chaconne and
passacaglia and identifies appropriate musical examples to support
their presentation.
1-2 marks: Limited response which identifies some appropriate musical
examples to support their presentation but does not describe the
differences between ground, bass, chaconne and passacaglia
0 marks: No response or one that does not address the question.
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B2 Cuban Music – 15 marks
1) 4
4 marks: Identifies the style of music as Rumba and cites at least
three appropriate features or aspects from the extract in support of
their answer.
3 marks: Identifies the style of music as Rumba and identifies at least
two appropriate features or aspects from the extract in support of
their answer.
2 marks: Identifies two or three aspects of the extract which are
typical of Cuban music but is unable to identify the musical style.
1 mark: A very limited response which does not identify the musical
style and offers only one typical characteristic of Cuban music
0 marks: No response or one that does not address the question.
2) 6

5-6 marks: Identifies three major differences and one common
feature and offers a compelling rationale for their preference which
draws on musical features of the extracts.
3-4 marks: Identifies three major differences and one common
feature and offers a clear rationale for their preference which draws
on musical features of the extracts.
1-2 Marks: Identifies two differences (or one difference and one
common feature) and expresses a preference but does not provide a
justification or rationale for that preference.
0 marks: No response or one that does not address the question.

3) 5

4-5 marks: The proposed concert represents a very broad range of
Cuban music. The rationale for the choice and the description of the
selected music demonstrates a very good understanding of the music
of Cuba.
3 marks: The proposed concert represents a broad range of Cuban
music. The rationale for the choice and the description of the selected
music demonstrates a good understanding of the music of Cuba.
1-2 marks: The proposed concert represents a narrow range of
Cuban dance music. The rationale for the choice and the description
of the selected music demonstrates a limited understanding of the
music of Cuba.
0 marks: No response or one that does not address the question.
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B3 Electronic Dance Music – 15 marks
1) 3
One mark for each musical technique identified. e.g. sampling, looping,
harmonic mixing.
2) 6
One mark for each characteristic identified in each extract. (Maximum of two
marks per extract)
The three EDM style sounds represented, with characteristics, are:
Trance: More melodic and harmonic than other EDM genres. A melodic synth
hook line laid over an unsophisticated bass line and drum pattern/ Drums: 4 on
the floor/ long snare rolls to signify the build-up to a reprise and
breakdowns/off-beat bass, a simple line of 1/8s/Melody: repeating melodic
phrases Tempo: 125-150 bpm/ a mid-song climax followed by a soft
breakdown (tracks are quite long and contain 1 or 2 peaks and
drops/breakdown, in minor)
b) Pendulum: hold your colour (Drum and Bass: breakbeats, combination of
two breakbeats, heavy bass and sub-bass lines, synthesizers, complex
syncopation in backbeats, Snare on beats 2 and 4 of the bar kick drum will
“dancing around” the beats [6 marks]
c) Techno: Abundance of percussive elements (numerous drum rhythms), repetitive 4/4 beats, Off-beat claps, Four-to-floor sound -Rhythms loops
layered on top of each other. The individual rhythms begin simply. Further
loops use different timbres, so that when they overlaid with each another a
more complex sound and rhythm evolves. Simple, robotic, cold and
mechanical feel.

3) 6

5-6 marks: Is able to cite a wide range of examples from the musical extracts
to describe the influence of disco music on House and other EDM styles. The
response will identify different EDM styles and the specific influence that disco
has had on these styles
3-4: Is able to draw on some examples from the musical extracts to describe
the influence of disco music on House and other EDM styles. The response
will identify different EDM styles.
1-2: Is able to draw on limited way on some of the musical extracts to describe
the influence of disco music on House music.
0 marks: No response or one that does not address the question.
Aspects that might be identified might include: Disco was for dancing, 4-on the
floor, could be a mix that lasted the whole evening, used electronic
instruments such as drum machines and synthesizers, use of layers of rhythm
sound, had the traditional structure verse-refrain-etc. in techno and house
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Part B4 Klezmer Music – 15 marks
1) 4
One mark for each characteristic identified. e.g. Structure: AABBCCAAB;
ornaments/elaborations: glitshn (glitches, glissandos), krekhtsn (‘sobs’,
‘wails’), kneytshn (‘wrinkles), tshoks (bent notes); Instrumentation:
Harmonica, string bass, clarinet; Rhythmic stress and emphasis: 3+3+2
(Bulgar style)
2) 4

One mark for each difference identified. e.g. instrumentation, tempo, use of
call and response.

3) 7

6-7 marks: The response demonstrates a very good understanding of
Klezmer music and how it incorporates more contemporary styles. At least
five appropriate musical examples are given in support of the response.
4-5 marks: The response demonstrates a good understanding of Klezmer
music and how it incorporates more contemporary styles. At least four
appropriate musical examples are given in support of the response.
3 marks: The response demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of
Klezmer music and how it incorporates more contemporary styles. At least
two appropriate musical examples are given in support of the response.
1-2 marks: The response demonstrates a limited or very limited
understanding of Klezmer music and how it incorporates more contemporary
styles. No musical examples are given in support of the response.
0 marks: No response or one that does not address the question.
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6.5 ANNEX – Sample Baccalaureate examination paper
Syllabus MUSIC S6-S7 of secondary education contains a sample Baccalaureate
examination paper.

EUROPEAN BACCALAUREATE

MUSIC LISTENING AND RESPONDING

DATE:
LENGTH OF THE EXAMINATION:

3 HOURS (180 minutes)

PERMITTED EQUIPMENT:

MP3 player/audio player; headphones

SPECIAL REMARKS:
-

For listening to the music extracts the candidates will use only controlled school audio
equipment (audio players).
Candidates are allowed to listen to the extracts as many times as they like within the threehour period of the examination. There are in total 20 tracks.
Do not answer on this question paper. No answer written on the examination paper will
be taken into consideration. All answers must be written on the separate paper provided.
The Music exam consists of two parts: Part A and Part B.
Part A

Part A = 40 % of the total marks.
Part A is about identifying characteristic musical features, techniques and devices
in a variety of musical styles and genres.

Part B

Part B = 60 % of the total marks.
Part B is about contextual musical analysis.
The topics for Part B are:
- B1 Ground Bass
- B2 Cuban Music
- B3 Electronic Dance Music
- B4 Klezmer
-
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EUROPEAN BACCALAUREATE
MUSIC

PART A – MUSICAL STYLES AND TRADITIONS

40 marks

To answer the questions, you should listen to the following 10 tracks on your audio
player.
(4 marks)

Question 1
Track 01
Duration: 1:38

1a) Listen to track 01 and identify three features from the list
below.
● Trumpets
●
Double bass
● Solo improvisation
●
Slide guitar
● Bass guitar
●
Strings
● Ballad
●
Cadenza

[3 marks]

1b) Which style of jazz is this piece of music?

[1 mark]

(4 marks)

Question 2
Track 02
Duration: 1:53

2a) Listen to track 02 and identify three features from the list
below that support your answer in 2b)
●
●
●
●

Minor key
Ostinato
Pentatonic
Major key

●
●
●
●

[3 marks]

Fugue
Whole tone scale
Melismatic
Sprechgesang

2b) Which musical period does this music come from?

[1 mark]

(4 marks)

Question 3
Track 03
Duration: 1:12

3a) Listen to track 03 and identify three features from the list
below.
● Fugal
● Tremolo
● Drone
● Cluster
● Major key
● Largo
● Sequence
● March

[3 marks]

3b) Which musical period does this music come from?

[1 mark]
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(4 marks)

Question 4
Track 04
Duration: 1:37

4a) Listen to track 04 and identify three features from the list
below.
● Electro Sound
●
Crescendo
● Jazz
●
Blue note
● Mass
●
Motivic repetition
● Melismatic
●
Twelve-tone

[3 marks]

4b) For what type of film might this music have been composed?

[1 mark]

(4 marks)

Question 5
Track 05
Duration: 1:35

5a) Listen to track 05 and identify three features from the list
below.
● Thematic elaboration
● Solo Concerto
● Quartet
● Minor key
● Nocturne
● Walking bass
● Recitative
● Major key

[3 marks]

5b) Which musical period does this music come from?

[1 mark]

(4 marks)

Question 6
Track 06
Duration: 1:34

6a) Listen to track 06 and identify three features from the list
below.
● Alberti Bass
● Triple metre
● Cadenza
● French horn
● Madrigal
● Microtone
● String Orchestra
● Homophonic

[3 marks]

6b) Which musical period does this music come from?

[1 mark]

(4 marks)

Question 7
Track 07
Duration: 2:04

7a) Listen to track 07 and identify three features from the list
below.
●
Imitative
● Backing vocals
●
Traditional blues
● Hi-hat
●
Instrumental combo
● Folk
●
Aria
● Walking bass

[3 marks]

7b) What style of singing is this?

[1 mark]
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(4 marks)

Question 8
Track 08
Duration: 1:43

8a) Listen to track 08 and identify three features from the list
below.
●
Blue note
● Arpeggio figures
●
Marimbas
● Minimalist
●
Brass
● Diatonic
●
Strophic
● Syncopated patterns

[3marks]

8b) Suggest a composer.

[1 mark]

(4 marks)

Question 9
Track 09
Duration: 2:01

9a) Listen to track 09 and identify three features from the list
below.
● Concerto
● Lied
● Fugal writing
● Alto voice
● Basso Continuo
● Triplet accompaniment
● Baritone voice
● Aria

[3marks]

9b) Suggest a composer.

[1 mark]

Question 10

(4 marks)

Track 10
Duration: 1:56

10a) Listen to track 10 and identify three features from the list
below.
●
Arco
● Improvisation
●
Romantic
● Vocal
●
Cool Jazz
● Drone
●
Pedal note
● Bebop

[3marks]

10b) Suggest the name of the soloist.

[1 mark]
END OF PART A
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EUROPEAN BACCALAUREATE
MUSIC

PART B – CONTEXTUAL MUSICAL ANALYSIS
Question B-1

60 marks

Ground Bass (15 marks)
Listen to tracks 11 and 12, which are examples of two contrasting
vocal compositions both formed on a ground bass. Musical scores
referring to tracks 11-12 are at your disposal at pages 7-16.

Track 11
Duration: 3:04

The first (track 11) is an extract of Henry Purcell’s setting of O let
me weep from the masque ‘The Fairy Queen’.

Track 12
Duration: 3:17

The second track (track 12) is an extract of Zefiro torna (Zephyrus
returns), a madrigal for two voices and basso continuo by Claudio
Monteverdi.
Zefiro torna e di soavi accenti
l'aer fa grato e'il pié discioglie a l'onde
e, mormoranda tra le verdi fronde,
fa danzar al bel suon su'l prato i fiori.
Inghirlandato il crin Fillide e Clori
note temprando lor care e gioconde;
e da monti e da valli ime e profond
raddoppian l'armonia gli antri canori.
Sorge più vaga in ciel l'aurora, e'l sole,
sparge più luci d'or; più puro argento
fregia di Teti il bel ceruleo manto.
ENGLISH VERSION:

Zephyrus returns and with his gentle accents makes the air
pleasant, and puts his naked foot in the water,
and murmuring among the green leafy fronds he makes the flowers
in the meadow dance.
Their hair garlanded, Phyllis and Chloris tune their dear and joyful
notes of love, and from the heights and from the valleys low and
deep the resounding caverns redouble their harmony.
The dawn rises more beautiful in the heavens, and the sun scatters
more gleaming gold, purer silver, adorns Thetis’s fine sky-blue
mantle.
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1) Compare and contrast the two settings and performances,
commenting upon:

[10 marks]

1) The characteristics and interpretations of the ground bass;
2) How the composers and performers create contrast and
variety within the compositions;
3) How the music reflects the meaning and emotion of the
words.
Identify one point in each performance which for you is
particularly effective and explain how the composer and
performers achieve this effect, referring to the lyrics, recording
and/or score as appropriate.
2) You are to give a talk to other musicians about the use of repeated
bass patterns in Renaissance and Baroque music. Explain briefly
the key features of the different forms and types of ground bass
such as chaconne, variations to or on a ground, and passacaglia.
Make a suggestion for some recordings which you might play as
part of this talk.
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Score Extract 1 (track 11)
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Score Extract 2 (track 12)
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PART B – CONTEXTUAL MUSICAL ANALYSIS
Question B-2
Track 13
Duration: 2:26

Cuban Music (15 marks)
Listen to Llora como lloré, a popular Cuban song played by
Septeto Nacional de Cuba.

1) What style of Cuban music is this?
Justify your answer with reference to this extract, and
commenting on interesting aspects in the performance.
Track 14
Duration: 1:02

Track 14 is a version of the song Chan chan by Buena Vista
Social Club composed by Compay Segundo in 1986.

Track15
Duration: 1:12

Track 15 is a version of the same song played by the Cuba
Libre Son Band in 2013.

[4 marks]

2) Listen to the two versions and identify three major
differences and one common feature. Which version do you
prefer? Explain why.

[6 marks]

3) You have been asked to organize a concert of Cuban Music at
your school. Describe the different dances and characteristics
of the music that you have chosen for the concert and why
you have made these particular choices.

[5 marks]
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PART B – CONTEXTUAL MUSICAL ANALYSIS
Question B-3

Track 16
Duration: 1:51

Electronic Dance Music (15 marks)

1) Give three examples of musical techniques used in EDM
and explain them briefly.

[3 marks]

2) Extracts 16, 17 and 18 are taken from EDM songs. Which
EDM style sound do each of them represent? Give reasons
for your answer (Two main characteristics each).

[6 marks]

1) Track 16: Paul van Dyk (Germany) – I am alive
2) Track 17: Pendulum (Australia) – Hold your colour
3) Track 18: Model 500 (USA) – No Ufo’s

Track 17
Duration: 1:51
Track 18
Duration: 2:06

3) “House still has its heart in 70's disco” (Derrick May).

[6 marks]

What did electronic musician Derrick May mean by saying
this?
Drawing on the tracks 16-18, other EDM songs you know,
and your knowledge of EDM, describe the musical influence
of disco on House and other EDM styles.
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PART B – CONTEXTUAL MUSICAL ANALYSIS
Question B-4 Klezmer Music (15 marks)
Track 19
Duration: 2:01

Listen to track 19, a Klezmer tune named Boogich.
1) Describe its musical characteristics focusing on structure,
playing technique, instrumentation, and typical stress pattern.

Track 20
Duration: 1:07

[4 marks]

Now listen to another version of the same song (track 20).
2) Identify four differences between the two versions.

[4 marks]

3) You’re giving a talk to a group of musicians about the
historical, social, and musical roots of Klezmer music in
Europe.
What are the main points you would make, and what musical
examples would you draw on to exemplify these points?
You can present either a fully written-out script or notes/bullet
points.

[7 marks]

END OF PART B
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